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ABOUT
NCHSE

The National Consortium for Health Science Education
(NCHSE) was established in 1991 to contribute to the effective
and efficient delivery of healthcare and preparation of a
qualified workforce through fostering collaboration among
educational agencies, publishers and educational resource
providers, professional associations, credentialing agencies, the
healthcare community, federal agencies and labor.
As the national authority for health science education, NCHSE’s
vision is to build, grow and enhance quality health science
education programs. Outcomes will be graduating well
prepared students to continue their journeys becoming the next
generation of health professionals.

Nancy Allen
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

HOW WE SERVE
As the leader in advancing the future
of health science education, NCHSE:
• Promotes a nationally recognized
health science education model
and standards.
• Develops consistent content
alignment to the National Health
Science Standards.
• Provides high quality educational
resources and a certificate program.
• Delivers valuable professional
development opportunities.
• Fosters support for effective
leadership in each state to drive
health science education.
• Develops strategic business and
industry alliances to support health
science education.

The NCHSE mission is to collaboratively define and advance a
consistent health science education framework nationally.
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HSEA

• Advocates excellence in health
science education.
The National Consortium for Health
Science Education is an incorporated,
non-profit organization and has a
501(c)(3) tax exempt status by the
Internal Revenue Service.
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CHAIR’S
STATEMENT
For those of you who know me, I tend to be a bit over the
top. It’s only appropriate that I happen to be Chair in the
year that the world went over the top! 2020 will be a year
that will live in infamy and won’t soon be forgotten. I could
only dream of having the influence of the pandemic, but
only the good stuff. I don’t want to be associated with not
being able to travel, wearing facemasks or experiencing a
horrific plague! That long-ago annual meeting in Las Vegas
could never have prepared us for our new way of life. The
use of Zoom as a noun, adjective AND verb!
Our NCHSE 2020 Annual Meeting (the last time I’ve
traveled for work) was the first board gathering since
our major reorganization of 2019. A year later, a virtual
conference and twenty plus Zoom calls, it’s difficult to
remember the past without a membership representative
from the teacher organization, publishers/educational
resources group, associations and state health science
leaders. Through their NCHSE Executive Council
participation, all are now a part of the direct leadership. By
involving ALL stakeholders, fresh ideas, deep passion and
influential energy serve as the basis for every decision,
with just a tad bit of history to keep us out of trouble.
This year NCHSE revised, the Health Science Curriculum
Enhancements, a classroom resource available since
2012. Contracting with two classroom teachers with vast
experience in utilizing digital lessons was a big WIN! What
we envisioned as a “refresh,” became a complete remodel.
The final product has positively shaped our financial status
for the foreseeable future. The authors, Katrina Haynes
and Rhonda Evatt created highly engaging standardsbased content that is appropriate for face-to-face, blended
or virtual learning environments. Multiple training sessions
have been provided to support teachers’ success with
the program. Our online store has been a great addition
allowing teachers to download purchases immediately;
eliminating shipping costs and wait time.

Lara Morris
NCHSE CHAIR

Facebook Group has experienced meteoric growth. Daily
teachers ask teachers for assistance with classroom issues
or instructional strategies. It truly has become a place for
sharing and networking with peers. We are proud to have
offered numerous webinars where audiences have learned
about professions, resources and topics once unfamiliar.
Wednesday Webinars are very popular. We are always
looking for new presenters!
The decision to offer the National Health Science
Conference annually was a leap of faith! This year the
outcome was a large increase in conference attendance—
which was virtual! COVID-19 kept us apart, but allowed
us to spend more time learning and networking than
ever before! Now it’s difficult to imagine NOT delivering
components of future conferences in a digital format.
Perhaps the greatest of all these accomplishments is the
imagination and continuous focus on growth and customer
service that our executive director, Nancy Allen embodies.
I believe all of these aspects have created a perfect storm!
The National Consortium for Health Science Education
has reaped the benefits of factors that might have once
been considered a tragedy, to become an unforeseen
steppingstone for our next successes. Thank you for
being a part of this process—this unmatched growth and
the powerful impact of this organization. All my best to you
and a sincere thanks for your support.

Lara Morris, NCHSE Chair
Oklahoma Health Science State Leader			

The Health Science Educators Association (HSEA)
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BUILD AND MAINTAIN EFFECTIVE
PARTNERSHIPS AND RELATIONSHIPS TO
ADVANCE THE MISSION OF NCHSE
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STRATEGIC
PRIORITY 1.0
Peggy Williford
NCHSE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
HEALTH SCIENCE STATE
LEADERS REPRESENTATIVE

THE VALUE OF NCHSE MEMBERSHIP
Health Science State Leaders are in unique positions and
wear many hats as directors of health science programs
in their states. We serve as consultants for teachers
and school leaders and typically have “other duties as
assigned.” Sometimes overwhelming!
NCHSE offers state leaders an opportunity to come
together and work in unison on similar issues we all face.
When state education agencies join NCHSE, their health
science state leaders are welcomed into a family by
others who can relate to the responsibilities and demands
of their positions.

As the Kentucky Health Science Consultant, I have
often reached out seeking guidance and resources to
support teachers in my state. Discounted resources
are available for member states. This year, through my
encouragement the Kentucky Department of Education
HEALTH SCIENCE STATE LEADERS
allowed the purchase of the new Health Science
Alabama Department of Education 			
Curriculum Enhancements for all health science teachers
Alaska Primary Care Association
in the state. A great resource that teachers will use for
California Department of Education
years to come. KY teachers are urged to participate
Colorado Community College System
in the Wednesday Webinars; worthwhile professional
Connecticut Department of Education				
development offerings to supplement what I can provide.
Delaware Department of Education 					NCHSE offers a fabulous annual conference. Teachers
Georgia Department of Education
leave with strategies they can immediately implement in
Idaho Career & Technical Education
their classrooms.
Illinois State Board of Education
As a new state leader, I had many questions. Having
Iowa Department of Education 			
a network of individuals with similar programmatic
Hawaii Pacific Basin Area Health Education Center		
responsibilities at the state level provides a rare
Kansas State Department of Education			
collaborative not available in other places. Connecting
Kentucky Department of Education 				
with state leaders and building relationships at the annual
Michigan Department of Education 			
state leaders meetings create a valuable professional
Minnesota Department of Education 			
learning community.
Mississippi Department of Education 			
Missouri Department of Elementary & Secondary Education
Montana Office of Public Instruction 			
NCHSE is the premier organization for health science
Nebraska Department of Education 			
educators. I strongly believe when all state leaders come
Nevada Department of Education
together, we can better prepare for future endeavors and
North Carolina Department of Public Instruction 		
make a bigger impact on health science education.
Ohio Department of Education		
Oklahoma Department of CareerTech Education 		
Peggy WIlliford
Oregon Department of Education			
South Carolina Department of Education 		
Peggy Williford
Utah Department of Education 				
Washington Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction 		Kentucky Health Science State Leader
West Virginia Department of Education 			
Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction
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Kathy Cilia

Denise DuBois

NCHSE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
REPRESENTATIVE

NCHSE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
SECRETARY

Professional associations have a mission to serve the
healthcare providers they represent, other relevant
stakeholders, and the public at large. As a NCHSE
partner, that mission can be carried out to health
science educators by providing instructional content via
webinars, exhibiting at national conferences, networking
with potential partners, and even serving in an advisory
capacity on NCHSE’s Executive Council. NCHSE
members, in turn, receive valuable information they can
pass on to their students.

Kathy Cilia
Kathy Cilia
AMT Deputy Executive Director

Nicholas Wells
NCHSE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
PUBLISHERS/EDUCATIONAL
RESOURCES REPRESENTATIVE

Originally, DEPCO researched the health science
education market for an organization that we could
develop and align our products to nationally recognized
standards and to provide a platform for promotion and
exposure. NCHSE exceeded all of those expectations!
No other organization grants publishers’ access to
administrators and educators the way that NCHSE and
HSEA does. But most importantly, EVERY publisher has
a voice within NCHSE which means, a voice in the future
direction of health science education on a national level,
which is priceless!

Nicholas Wells
Nicholas Wells

			

Director of Marketing & Curriculum Development		
DEPCO Enterprises, LLC

Reailtyworks has been affiliated with NCHSE for several
years. This relationship plays a key role in our marketing
plan each year for our health science product line.
Opportunities that our NCHSE membership affords us are
many. The multiple ways that we have to get our brand and
products in front of decision-makers are extremely valuable.
The conference, annual meeting, webinars and many
more initiatives make NCHSE the premier health science
education organization that publishers and educators to
look to for collaboration.
It has been my pleasure to serve on the NCHSE Executive
Council for the past two years. I appreciate the ability
to be a voice in the conversation along with educators,
associations, state leaders, and other publishers. The
Executive Council has helped facilitate valuable networking
opportunities and professional connections I would not
otherwise have. This group is full of awesome thought
leaders in health science education!

Denise DuBois
Denise DuBois
Realityworks, Inc. Product Manager

PUBLISHERS/
EDUCATIONAL
RESOURCES GROUP
• 3BScientific
• Anatomy in Clay
• Applied Educational Systems, Inc. (AES)
• B.E. Publishing and F.A. Davis Company
• Bio-Rad Laboratories
‣Biotility – Applied Biotech Training
• CareerSafe
• CEVMultimedia
• DEPCOEnterprises, LLC
• Goodheart-Willcox Publisher
• Jones &Barlett Learning
‣National Center for Competency Testing
(NCCT)
• National Geographic Learning | Cengage
• National Healthcareer Association (NHA)
• PassAssured, LLC
• Paxton/Patterson
• Pearson Education (now Savvas
Learning Company)

• Pocket Nurse
• Realityworks
• Starla’s Creative Teaching Tips
• The Dean Vaughn Total Retention
System-Peterson’s, LLC
• Today’s Class (powered by Melior, Inc)

PROFESSIONAL
ASSOCIATIONS
• American Medical Technologists (AMT)
• American Speech-Language
Association (ASHA)
‣Dental Assisting National Board, Inc.
(DANB)- and the DALEFoundation
• HOSA–Future Health Professionals
• NAF: Be Future Ready
• Pharmacy Technician Certification
Board (PTCB)
‣Project Lead The Way (PLTW)
‣ for new members
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PROMOTE AWARENESS OF NCHSE AND HSEA
AND INCREASE MEMBERSHIPS

NATIONAL INVOLVEMENT
January: 2020 NCHSE Annual Meeting, Las Vegas, NV
April: Health Professions Network (HPN) Spring 2020 Online Meeting
ACTE NCHSE & HOSA Virtual Panel Webinar — “Ongoing Instruction During
COVID-19 Pandemic”
May: Advance CTE Spring Virtual Business Meeting
Washington Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction — “Health
Science Education Responding to the Nation’s Future Needs.” Workshop
for WA Teachers and Staff
June: Shelby County (TN) Health Science Professional Development
Series — Workshops for District Teachers and Staff
HOSA 2020 Virtual International Leadership Conference — Exhibitor,
Workshop, Competitive Events Judge and Scholarship Donor
2020 THOA (Texas Health Occupations Association) Virtual Conference —
Exhibitor and Breakout Session
July: West Virginia Department of Education Health Science Education
Summer Conference Workshop
Kansas Association for Career and Technical Education Conference
Workshops
August: NCHSE Executive Council, 2020 Virtual Annual Planning Meeting
September: Wyoming Department of Education CTE Vendor Marketplace
Series featuring NCHSE
October: Virtual CTE Conference by Paxton/Patterson — Presenter
Advance CTE Fall Virtual Business Meeting
November: Wisconsin HSEA Conference — Presenter
Health Professions Network (HPN) Fall 2020 Online Meeting
2020 Health Professions Week — Planning Team, Virtual Career Fair Booth
December: ACTE 2020 Virtual VISION — Health Science Education Division
Committee, Breakout Session, Hospitality Room

FACEBOOK
PERFORMANCE

1603 LIKES
279 POSTS

WEBSITE
ANALYTICS

25,000 USERS
94,903 PAGE VIEWS
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HPW2020 - NCHSE FOOTPRINT
For HPW2020, 166 teachers registered; 86%
accessed content and lesson plans developed for
each event. HPW experienced a 17% participation
rate for the fair, over 1,500 attendees at the event.

To support classroom teachers with resources and professional development and provide an avenue for
teachers from across the nation and beyond to freely network and share best practices and concerns.
BENEFITS
• A community of classroom teachers and health science state leaders
• Professional development and NCHSE pilot project opportunities
• Exclusive classroom resources through a shared Google Drive
• NCHSE online store resources discounts

- Mandy S. Nau
Health Professions Week Executive Director

LEADING THE WAY
1000 HSEA members – 233% increase
Educators from 41 states plus Great Britain and Puerto Rico
HSEA Facebook Group – created in 2020 – 1000 members

“To help fill knowledge gaps and answer critical
questions for CTE educators and administrators
navigating a difficult year, Paxton/Patterson
delivered a Virtual CTE Conference in October
and November, free for attendees. National
organizations such as NCHSE participated,
presenting on curated topics of interest, including
federal funding updates, remote learning, postCOVID labor market trends and more.”

FIRST OFFICERS TEAM
Katrina Haynes (SC) – President
Toni McLemore (OK) – President-Elect
Amanda Bolin (SC) – Secretary/Treasurer
Sharon Foran (CT) – Marketing/Publicity Chair
Karen Edwards (SC) – Membership Director
Susie McEachern (OK) – Professional Development Chair

- Paxton/Patterson

- Ashley Torres
West Virginia Health Science
State Leader
A special thanks to members of the NCHSE
Publishers/Educational Resources Group for their
generosity in providing free resources to health
science programs at the onset of the pandemic.
Anatomy in Clay | AES Education | CareerSafe
Online | F. A. Davis Company | Goodheart-Wilcox |
ICEV | NGL| Cengage | Pearson | Today’s Class

HSEA REPRESENTATIVE

HSEA MISSION

“Thank you for your HPW support. Look forward
to working with the NCHSE team in 2021. It
was a powerful experience having the voice of
two experienced teachers on our team – HSEA
members, Toni McLemore and Lucia Watson!”

“Thank you for your time and effort that you spent
preparing and presenting at the WVDE Health
Science Education Summer Conference. Katrina,
we appreciate so very much for your impactful
presentation on NCHSE and HSEA. You gave great
information to WV teachers that will motivate them
to join HSEA!”

NCHSE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
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THE FUTURE OF HEALTH SCIENCE EDUCATION

STRATEGIC
PRIORITY 2.0

Katrina Haynes		

HSEA was uniquely positioned to provide for teachers’ needs in a historic shift to virtual learning overnight.
No other organization was able to reach out to teachers and deliver electronic resources and live webinars
within ONE WEEK of the nationwide school shutdown.

Katrina Haynes
Katrina Haynes
HSEA President

WELCOME FOUR STATE AFFILIATES!

“Provides connections with educators who are positive and excited
about what and who they teach despite the incredibly difficult
obstacles that may be coming their way. “
STRATEGIC PRIORITY 2.0 | 7

“Never Waste A Crisis”

– Winston Churchill
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This school year, health science educators faced

SHARE THE HEALTH SCIENCE FOUR-COURSE FRAMEWORK
FOR PROGRAMS SEEKING WAYS TO DELIVER THE NATIONAL
HEALTH SCIENCE STANDARDS

challenging times to deliver curriculum. NCHSE
introduced a digital platform with the ability to make

STRATEGIC
PRIORITY 3.0

additions instantly to assist teachers with distance
learning. This technology infused instructional
supplement equips teachers with extensive
strategies to be successful in-person, online or
with a hybrid model. First developed in 2012, the

2020 was a pivotal year for all of us! NCHSE focused on ways to best
meet the needs of health science education in the area of assessment
and made adjustments accordingly. As the COVID-19 pandemic
unfolded and classroom instruction became virtual, the strategic goals
of the assessment program flexed its priorities from administration to
development of new assessments.
In 2019, NCHSE released the health science curriculum framework in a
four-course sequence. It was evident that concentrated effort needed
to be completed by offering stackable certificates for each of the four
courses. The process involved:
• Hiring a professional health science item writer to create assessment
questions
• Building awareness of the health science curriculum and the benefits
of beta testing in partnership with YouScience by:
o Conducting webinar presentations on the framework.
o Providing beta testing opportunity at no cost to provide
student knowledge data per National Health Science Standard
to better inform the classroom and the effects of the sudden shift
to online learning.
o Presenting Wednesday Webinars for beta testing training.
o Beta testing every test item for proper validation with the goal
of the new assessment certificates available in the fall of 2021.
• Reviewing all National Health Science Curriculum Enhancements
practice assessment items per standard.
• Formalizing all assessments titles to certificates.
• Updating the NCHSE website assessment information: renaming to
certificate program, posting the health science curriculum framework
and updating content.

Cindy LeCoq
NCHSE CERTIFICATE
PROGRAM MANAGER

Robbie Rauzi
YOUSCIENCE DIRECTOR
OF CUSTOMER SUPPORT
NCHSE CERTIFICATE
PROGRAM PARTNER

ALERT: The National Health Science
Curriculum beta test opportunity will be
offered at no cost through the Spring
2021 Semester with the goal of 500+ test
takers per course exam.
2019-2020 Exams Delivered

2,013

Pre- and Post-National Health
Science Certificate

2,485

Single Exams

Health Science. Curriculum Enhancements are now
designed with all new content outlines, PowerPoints,
activities, projects, videos, websites, and test items.

ENCOURAGE USE OF THE NATIONAL HEALTH SCIENCE
STANDARDS AND NCHSE ASSESSMENT PROGRAM TO SUPPORT
HIGH QUALITY HEALTH SCIENCE EDUCATION PROGRAMS

STRATEGIC
PRIORITY 4.0

“Enhancements Version 6.0 is a truly GAME CHANGER. Got me ready for hybrid
teaching environment.”
“Everything in this resource I can use. Love the videos and brand-new student
activities. I don’t have time to create new material like this.”
“Can’t wait to try the drag and drop files and the augmented reality. It all looks so
cool. This is technology I can use.”
“New material is like a gift! “

FALL 2020 Exams Delivered

652

Pre- and Post-National Health
Science Certificate

599
703

Single Exams

PROGRAMS SOLD AUGUST TO DECEMBER 569
TEACHERS FROM 39 STATES
PROVIDED 4 SUPPORTING WEBINARS

Fall 2020 Beta Testers

CREATED 1 TUTORIAL VIDEO
RHONDA EVATT AND KATRINA HAYNES
ENHANCEMENTS AUTHORS
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“Wednesday Webinars”

A timely decision!

EMPOWER EDUCATORS THROUGH
PROFESSIONAL LEARNING

10

Phyllis Johnson

STRATEGIC
PRIORITY 5.0
In January 2020, the NCHSE Executive Council
voted to provide webinars on a regular basis
as way of offering free monthly professional
development for health science educators.
Little did we know how timely this decision
would be when COVID-19 began affecting our
country and our schools. Our webinar plan
focused deliberately on supporting teachers
to utilize technology in the adjustment to
online teaching. Teachers joined these
webinars in large numbers to share ideas and
provide helpful input. A strong health science
community of support was formed!
Two to four times a month at 4:00 PM (Eastern
Time), NCHSE hosts Wednesday Webinars
for members and guests to learn from health
industry leaders, NCHSE partners and
educators. Promotions are emailed, posted
on our website and shared through our social
media channels. Registration is required.
Webinar recordings and supporting materials
are archived on our website.

Phyllis Johnson
Phyllis Johnson, NCHSE Past Chair
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NCHSE PAST CHAIR

Our first virtual National Health
Science Conference!

2020
WEBINARS
BY THE
NUMBERS

24
5,627
45-48%

OFFERED
REGISTRANTS
SHOW RATES

MOST POPULAR
Saturday, April 4, 2020 10:00 AM – 2:00 PM (ET)
Virtual Ed Camp:
Leave Your Troubles, Pack Your Excitement
Registrants: 1178 from 48 States & Puerto Rico
Open to All CTE Teachers (even K-8 teachers
attended)

PRESENTERS:
Google, Take the Wheel – Rhonda Evatt (SC)
Google Drive: Your Keys to Collaboration –
Melissa Sparks (NC)
Make Rockstar Pre-Recorded Lessons –
Karen Edwards (SC)
Digital Lesson Plans – Linda Wirt (DE)
Anatomy of Online Lesson Planning –
Katrina Haynes (SC)
Online Problem-Based Learning (PBL) –
Aide Gonzalez (TX)
Lesson Plans Using Limited Technology –
Stacie Elwood (SC)
Free iPad/iPhone Distance Learning to Supplement
Curriculum – Maggie Cox (NV)

Content was designed to enhance
curriculum delivery, reinforce
quality health science education
programs, create meaningful student
experiences, and meet the needs of
health science educators.
This unique professional
development opportunity provided a
highly flexible schedule with amazing
content at a reduced cost for 308
attendees from 41 states.
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2020

National Health Science
Conference attendees:

RI 1

CT 4

1

3 10 25

12

2

VT 1

2

NY 2
NJ 4

DE 5
MD 4

16
41
1

308

EXCITING WORKSHOPS; PRE-RECORDED; AVAILABLE FOR VIEWING FOR ONE MONTH
ENGAGING EXHIBITORS
DYNAMIC GENERAL SESSIONS; 9 HOURS OF LIVE CONTENT; OVER 5 DAYS

E KEYNOTE SPEAKERS: AVISH PARASHAR, GREETA RUSSELL, AND MISSY NICHOLAS

ULTIMATE SPONSORS

COUNTDOWN SPONSOR
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“

CONFERENCE COMPLIMENTS
CONFERENCE EXHIBITS

						
Enjoyed vendor videos or simulations to learn about their products.

USEFUL TAKEAWAYS

CONFERENCE DESCRIPTION

Bright spot in a year that makes you want to pull out your hair!
Inspires me to update my teaching style and classroom routine.
Keep the momentum for health science education moving forward!
Welcoming, encouraging enlightening, engaging and accessible!
Valuable use of my time!
Health Science education is more important than ever right now.
			

FUTURE NATIONAL HEALTH SCIENCE CONFERENCES

“

Power of networking with a wealth of information.
Opportunity to attend more workshops than I would have in person.
Absolutely LOVED the live sessions.
Enjoyed extra time to go back and watch pre-recorded sessions.
Liked self-tracking professional development form.

Face to face is best!
Networking rooms worked extremely well and allowed for interaction with other attendees.
This was my first NCHSE conference and I will definitely be back!
Maybe twice a year.
Inclusiveness of hybrid opportunities will enrich many who have been outside the possibilities of participating
in the past.
Thank you for choosing to proceed with this conference.
Virtual allowed me to go, cost effective. But I would love to do an in-person.

2021 NATIONAL HEALTH SCIENCE CONFERENCE

Hilton Cincinnati Netherland Plaza
Cincinnati, Ohio | October 27 – 29

DEVELOP STRONG LEADERSHIP AND INTERNAL PROCESSES TO ENSURE
AN EFFECTIVE, SUSTAINABLE ORGANIZATION

FINANCIAL
SNAPSHOT
STRATEGIC
PRIORITY 6.0

13
Angel Clark
NCHSE EXECUTIVE
COUNCIL TREASURER

During the very stressful pandemic, NCHSE experienced a great financial year. Our leadership must have
had a vision that teachers and state leaders would need access to updated and virtual resources. The
release and popularity of the completely revised Health Science Curriculum Enhancements brought swift
financial stability to our organization. Along with enhancement sales, the success of the virtual National
Health Science Conference provided a positive financial impact during this unique year.
The NCHSE Executive Council has continued to meet virtually and work as a team to continue researching
ways to improve our processes and reinforce NCHSE as the national authority for health science
education. One major change shared during our Fall 2020 Members Call is our new fiscal year, changing
from January 1 through December 31 to July 1 through June 30. A fiscal year aligned with school districts
and the majority of our customers and members fiscal years will provide clarity for invoicing and collecting
practices.
This financial achievement will allow NCHSE to fund future initiatives such as the revision of the workbased learning resource, a possible hybrid conference, marketing materials and national outreach to build
awareness for health science education across our nation.

Angel Clark
Angel Clark
South Carolina Health Science State Leader

Pre-conference October 26

REVENUE $425,000

2022 NATIONAL HEALTH SCIENCE CONFERENCE

Charleston Marriott
Charleston, South Carolina | October 26 – 28

EXPENDITURES $220,000

CLASSROOM RESOURCES 49%

CONTRACT SERVICES 49%

MEMBERSHIPS 25%

CONFERENCE 15%

CONFERENCE 17%

MEETINGS 15%

ASSESSMENTS 9%

OPERATIONS/ADMINISTRATIVE 13%
MARKETING & PUBLIC RELATIONS 6%
OUTREACH EVENTS 2%

Pre-conference October 25

healthscienceconsortium.org
12 | STRATEGIC PRIORITY 5.0
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VISIONARY
LEADERSHIP

Shelly Wehmeyer
NCHSE CHAIR-ELECT

LOOKING AHEAD
2021 ACTION ITEMS

In the 2018 Annual Report, there was a section, “RESTRUCTURE AT WORK” with an opening line, “With
changing trends comes the need to evolve our organization.” With the constant change in 2020, I can
wholeheartedly state that NCHSE not only evolved, but thrived in uncertain times.
After a review of our last two annual reports and historical data, I am pleased to share the vision of our
organization has been carried out by its members. Highlights include: 1) the continued development
and growth of the Health Science Educators Association (HSEA), 2) the recent revision of the Curriculum
Enhancements, and 3) an increased national engagement through Wednesday Webinars in a time of need
for health science educators.
When the COVID-19 pandemic swept our nation, NCHSE leadership quickly responded with an abundance
of resources and outreach offering new opportunities to educators while addressing the “here and now.”
The need for virtual teaching strategies skyrocketed. NCHSE stepped up, worked together, and addressed
the needs. Thinking ahead, co-authors of the recent Curriculum Enhancement (Version 6.0) envisioned a
virtual platform and included valuable learning tools for face-to-face, blended or online instructional formats.
These tools were in the hands of health science educators in August, just in time for the school year ahead!
NCHSE didn’t stop there. The in-person annual National Health Science Conference transitioned to a virtual
delivery in October giving greater opportunity for participation. Health science educators had more access
to helpful tools than ever before in the conference’s history!
We will continue to thrive in unchartered territories to lead health science educators. We will join forces
through our progressing membership that embodies educators, publishers, professional organizations,
and industry representatives. NCHSE will focus on the needs of those we serve and consistently work to
empower health science educators as they teach our future healthcare workforce.
Have you heard the song, “The future’s so bright, I gotta wear shades”? In a time when we are looking
toward new opportunities, I believe NCHSE will be leading the way toward that bright light. Through
innovative collaboration, we will continue to thrive together in 2021 and beyond.

Shelly Wehmeyer
Shelly Wehmeyer
Missouri Health Science State Leader

Collaborate with health
science state leaders,
classroom teachers,
and members to shape
NCHSE initiatives.

Deliver meaningful
professional
development through
conferences and
webinars.

Reinforce the use of the
National Health Science
Standards and NCHSE
Certificate Program to
support consistency and
high quality in health
science education
programs.

Foster strong leadership
and productive internal
processes to ensure a
thriving organization.

Equip educators and
members by providing
a professional learning
community.

Pursue and nurture
effective partnerships
to advance the NCHSE
mission.

Build awareness of
NCHSE and HSEA
through social media
channels, a website
refresh and national
involvement.

Promote the health
science four-course
framework for programs
seeking guidance
in the delivering the
standards and program
accountability.

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
NCHSE Goals
• Defining and advancing the framework of health

science education

• Responding to the needs of health science

education and the healthcare industry

• Connecting with all stakeholders affecting and
contributing to health science education
• Becoming an industry leader shaping the future
healthcare workforce
14 | STRATEGIC PRIORITY 6.0
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THANK YOU TO OUR TEAM!
NCHSE STAFF
Nancy H. Allen, Executive Director
TEAMTRI, Organization Management
Tanya Deer, Finance Director
Jamie Dunn, Conference Manager
Shay Rauzi, Executive Assistant
Cindy Le Coq, Certificate Manager
NCHSE OFFICERS
Lara Morris, Chair
Shelly Wehmeyer, Chair-Elect
Phyllis Johnson, Past Chair
Denise DuBois, Secretary
Angel Clark, Treasurer

LET’S BUILD THE
FUTURE OF HEALTH
SCIENCE EDUCATION
We help you build, enhance, and grow successful health science programs.

@NCHSE
healthscienceconsortium.org

385-255-7850

@NCHSE2020
@NCHSE3

